Prayer Points

i. Pray so that all such internet games, which is intensly working so as to captivate the hearts of the youth, may be thwarted and legislations may be brought in the nation for the removal of such games.

ii. Intercede and pray so that the wicked generation of youth, who will be deceived through terrifying internet games and indulge in wicked acts, may not rise at all.

iii. Pray with a burden so that the wicked deeds, such as murders, sexual violence and suicides may not spread in the society by the spiritually bewitched youths.

iv. Pray so that the spirit of Dhoonamith, which has set out from the bottomless pit to work against the youth and to greatly increase the lust in the nation, and all its deeds, may be bound and that such deceiving spirit may be cast out from the

Do you wish to continue to pray?

Do you wish to continue to pray for such prophecies? If yes, give a miss call to any one of the below mentioned phone numbers. Our staff will get in touch with you and assist you to regularly receive the prayers for the prophecies.

The words uttered by God for the

Youths...

These are the words uttered by God for the youths:

This handbook has been published so that you may learn about the words, which the Lord has forewarned during this year, concerning the perils that shall fall upon the youths and pray for their safety. Read intently and understand the prophetic words of God and pray for them.

The prophetic words were revealed by the Lord to Bro. Vincent Selva Kumar on 02.01.2019

The Prophetic word uttered by God

Youths, who will sell themselves for games, shall arise. Twenty-four hours of the day, they shall - like spell bound - go after the games. It shall captivate their hearts and transform them to become like those who are addicted to stuper and bootmarrned.

Night and day, they will concentrate on the games. On account of this, several youths will be unable to analyse anything and become mentally imbalanced and like those, who, go after something very seriously and without worrying about their future, will suddenly commit some dangerous acts in the society, they will commit fatal and perilous acts which cannot comprehended. They will become violent murderers, extremely cruel and malefic sadists. Consequently, there will arise - in large numbers - youths who will kill his mother and strike his father and who will dishonour his sisters, and having filled with the lust of the flesh, will not hesitate to murder the infants and defile them. Such a terrible wave of Satan shall swiftly come through the game. It shall captivate the youths and such others who are attracted to it. Furthermore, it will also capture several nations under its clutches. In the country of India, this will particularly take hold of a number of youths and young girls. This will firmly reign over their hearts. It will work in such a way that whosoever runs after it, will get ensnared by its deception even to the extent of losing their life. The one, who is ensnared in its trap, will live in his world of imaginations but inactive and void in practise and will never and suppress his feelings and all of a sudden, will become violent and ferocious and indulge in sinister deeds. They will enter into unbelievable criminal acts and will be the cause for the destruction of many people. At the time when this spreads out rapidly and intensely, this will become an uncontrollable menace in many countries. This will widely and chiefly be spoken among the nations.

Moreover, I saw the spirit of Dhoonamith, which had lost its vigour and become weak over the past, resurfacing to execute its deeds. This spirit will bring confusion and bewilderment among the people and the nation. It is this evil spirit which brings the deceptive intellectuals filled with misleading false wisdom and binds them, and in the forth coming days, will execute its deeds, particularly targeting the youths. It will fill the youths with lustful passions and bewitch them in such a manner, wherein they will not know what they are doing. Since it fills the hearts of the youths with unnatural sexual acts and intense desires - those who hunt down the flesh and murderers, who shall ravage the flesh and kill their victims and those, who are eager to perform strange and bizarre sexual acts, and those who beget such people - shall come up in large numbers among the youths. Since this spirit produces unnatural sexual sins in the hearts and spreads out very rapidly, sexual offences and atrocities shall considerably increase in the nation. It will execute its deeds in houses, streets, public places, schools, and in areas where people gather in large numbers and deserted areas and dwelling habitations and restrooms. Such wicked deeds which scatter the families and terrify the nation shall take place. Parents who shall kill their children and children, who kill their parents will arise. Society will stand stupefied, having unable to contend against it. This has been let loose particularly in India, so as to accomplish its deeds very intensely.